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DOUΈLES ΙΝ MEDIEVAL LITERATURE 

Tb.e origins of tl1e ωysterious figure of tl1e Doppelganger, tl1e 
second self ΟΓ double, are lost far back in tiωe ωerging with tl1e pri
mitiYe theories of the soul and the ancient belief that heroes possess 
both a rnortal and a divine natuΓe. Yet it was not until after J ean 
Pau] (1763 - 182.5) introduced the term into the nineteenth century 
that it acc1uirecl an independent existence by being accepted into the 
liteΓary terminology1. Since then tl1e inteΓest in the \Vorld o f  tl1e double 
has moved side by side with the growing awareness of tl1e comple
xities of a post - Freud.ian uniYerse. The Geωιan Romantics, Dosto
yeysky, Hawthorn, Melyille, Poe and Oscar \i\TΠde are sorne of the 
most frequently cited names in connection with the double. From 
the older literature, Classical Mythology, Greek aήd Rornan draωa, 
and Shal<espeare are also fruitful sources. The area ιnost neglected 
by criticisn1 is Medieval literature. With the exception of TTis tan, 
which is too obyious a case, practically ηο attention l1as been paid 
to the manifestations of this figure in other MedievaJ. \Vorl<s. This is 
rather surprising considering that allegory and myth, botl1 prorni
nent features of Medieyal litera:rure, are closely related to the process 
of liteΓary decornposition and, hence, cloubling. 

There is, in fact, a wicle spectΓUrn of Medieyal doubles that can be 
soΓted out and classified with the help of tl1e critical vocabulaΓy that 
the present centuΓy has contΓibπted to the study of the second self 
as a liteΓaΓy phenornenon. 2 For exaιnple, in the first part of the tale 

1. 'Γhe fig·ure started appeari.ng with great frequency in the works of the 
German Romantics up until Heine. The term also slιows up in tlιe title of Ε. Τ. Α. 
Hoffman's story "Die Doppelganger" (1821), as tlιe apocryphal title of Heine's 
poem beginning ••still ist die Naclιt" ("Der Doppelgiinger", 1823), in Th. Storm's 
'Έiη Doppelgiinger" (1887), and in Dostoyevsky's The Doιιble ('1846). 

2. Such works are: Frederick Goldin, Tlie Mϊrror of Narcissus (New York, 
1967)· Albert J. Guerard, Stories of the Double (New Yorl{, 1.967)· C. F. Keppler, 
The Literature of the Second Self (Tucson, Ariz., 1972)· Willιe]rnine Krauss, Das 

Doppelgiinger Motir in der Romantik. Studien zum Romantisclien 1 dealismus, Ger-
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of "P,vyll" in the Μα binogion there is a good example of a kind of 
higher, or i1nni01·tal second self; in Marie de France's Launfal and 
Yonec the double emerges as projection of thec haracte1"s inneΓmost 
dreams and desires; and in Clιretien's works it comes to life in Yarious 
guises: as 1nirΓor of the courtly ideal in Erec and Enide, as secre t 
shanr in YΙJain, and as allegoΓical double in Lancelot. This paper 
explores tlιe function of these doubles in the context of the indivi
dual stories, and attempts to define their meaning as a wlιole in orde1· 
to provide some basis for a fuΓther investigation of ·the significance 
of this figure in Medieval narrative1• 

The critics of the · double concerned with the definition of its 
meaning and function in literature offer a variety of viewpoints2• 
However, as Keppler notes, behind the widely different approaclιes 
and attitudes of these works nndeΓlies a co:mmon ·theory: "The figure 
of tlιe second self is created by its author, eitlιer consciously or un
consciously, to express in fictiona1 form the division of his own psy
che, wl1etl1er caused by personal problems or by the wider pΓob]ems 
of his culture or by both" (p. 189). Tl1eΓe is also geneΓal agreement 
οη the principles of the application of the double as a literary device. 
With slightly diffeΓent terminologies most cΓitics admit that literaΓy 
decomposition is a pω'cess of doubling by which the author sepaΓa
tes the components of a psychic entity and infuses it in various otheΓ 

manische Studien, Heft 99 (Berlin, 1930)· Otto Rank, Der Doppelganger, Psycho

arιalytisclie Studie (Leipzig, \Vϊen, Zίίrich, 1925) and "The Double as Immortal 
Self", Beyond Psychology (New York, 1958)· Robert Rogers, The Double in Lite
rature (Detroit, 1970)· Claire Rosenfield, ''The Shadow Witl1in: Tl1e Conscious 
and Unconscious Use of the Double", Daedalus, 92 (Spring', 1963), 329 - 3l.ι4· Ralpl1 

Tymms, Doubles in Literary Psychology ( Cambridge, Mass., 1949). For a more 
complete bibliograpl1y of 1vorks οη the double see Keppler, pp. 182 - 190. 

1. Ι have used the following editions: Tlie Mabinogion, trans. G1vyn Jones 
and Thomas Jones (New Yorl>::, 1975)· Marie de France, The Lais of M.arie de France, 

trans. Robert Hanning and Joan Ferrante (New York, 1978)' Chretien de Troyes, 
Arthurian Romances, trans. W. W. Comfort (New York, 1977). 

2. ·Ke1)pler (ρp. 182 - 190) gives a useful summary of the various critical 
approaches and perspectives: Krauss, for example, sees the double as a product 
of the writers of the German Romantic movement, signifying their "yearning after 
tl1e infinite"; Ranl>::'s final position reflects "tl1e Jungian view, wl1ich sees it as the 
desire for rebirth"; Rogers regards iι from a clearly Freudian viewpoint; Rosen
field explains it as the result of a conflict between the conscious and the unconscious 
life of the writer, or l1is fear of the loss of identity; and Tymms surveys the phe
nomenon l1istorically. 
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characters, and that there is a panorama of doubles that can be named 
according· to function1• As for the term "double" inquiΓy has shown 
that it can be n1isleading f or tννο reasons: it sometimes refers to a 
multiplicity instead of a duaEty as implied by the word; and it is 
easily taken as suggesting id.entical figures \Vhen most often it Γefers 
to antitl1etical ones. Ιη dealing with the double one faces "the my
stery of a contradiction, of siinultaneous distinction anL1 identit,y of 
an inescapable two that is at the same tin1e an indisputable one" 
(Keppler, p. 1). 

Such mystery shades the exchange of forms tl1at takes place 
between Pνvyll, the king of Dyfed, and Arawn, the king of Annwn 
(the Celtic Hades), in "Pwyll" of the Mabinogion. AccoΓding to the 
stoΓy this exchange is a kind of punishment that the otheΓwoΓld king 
imposes οη Pwyll fοΓ having· gravely offended hiω during a hunt. 
Thus, Pwyll in Arawn's guise undertakes to make amends by defeat
ing the eneωies of the otherworld kingclorn, whi1e Arawn as PYηll 
ru]es successfully the latter's land; with this acc01nplisl1ed Pwy1l 
is able to take his proper form and semblance. ΑΓaννη's function in 
the story expresses the split between a lower and a Jιiglιer 71:,incl of 
self within PwyH. He eωbodies Pwyll's iclea of ωoral perfection, 
his super ego imposing restrictions οη his faulty behavior and demand
ing expiation. The sense of guilt and sham.e that arises frωn Pwyll's 
confrontation with this higher kind of "l" is indicative of the split 
that divides him between what he perceives to be and what 11e 
tl1inks he should be. The excl1ange of fοΓωs that follows syωbolizes 
the initiation of a process aiming at the re-integration of the divided 
paΓts of the 11eΓO's self. 

At the end of the story the redeeωed Pwyll not only develo1)s 
a har1nonious Γelationship with A1·awn but tl1eir two personalities 
ωerge into one: "Pwyll, pΓince of Dyfed, fell into disuse and he was 
called Pwyll, pΓince of Annwn, from that tirne fortlι" (p. 9). The iden
tification of Pwyll and Arawn as two aspects of an indisputable entity 
also alludes to the fusion of two separate selves -a ωortal and an 
iωωortal one- in the primitive hero: accord.ing to Rank, in "The 
Double as Iωωortal Self", tl1is concept evolved originally from the 
tΓaditions built aΓOund tl1e pΓimitive ωan's belief in an iωωoΓtal 

1. Mirror image, sec1'et shareΓ, opposing self, fair maid, femιne fatale in Ro
geΓs; twin brother, puΓsuer, tempter, rision of hol'roΓ, sa9io1', belofJed, in KeppleΓ. 
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second self. Ιη the light of the folktale material of the Μ abinogion 
it is ternpting to view Arawn as the ageless part of Pwyll's self, his 
irnmortal soul, in conflict with his finite and earthbound counter
part. Out of the hero's encounter with this superior kind of second 
self -viewed either as an expression of irnmortality or as ideal self
ernerges a new order that resolves aΠ tensions and re-establishes 
harrnony in his relationship with hirnself and the world. 

Α different kind of conflict underlies the creation of doubles 
in two of Marie de France's stories, Launfal and Yonec. These doubles 
are products of a tension between the characters' secret needs or de
sires and external reality. Marie's narrative art, often viewed as a 
kind of subjective realisrn, works with special results in the two sto
ries rnentioned: the inner conflicts of the cl1aracters are magicaJly 
transforrned into concrete forrns projected into the visible world. 
The figures ernerging are wish fulfillmen t projections, and they act as 
the cl1aracters' doubles assurning the role of the beloved. This kind 
of doubling strongly suggests a withdrawal into the realrn of drearns 
and fantasy, and thus cσntrasts Pwyll's experience with his double 
which actualiy leads hirn into a fresh and positive accornodation within 
the world of objective reality. 

Ιη Marie's stories the protagonist, as a rule, rneets true love, 
which eventually fulfills l1is innerrnost drearns. Ιη Launfal the beloved 
appears f or the first tirne, while the hero suff ers ernotionaliy frorn 
undeserved neglect and hurniliation at court; she irnrnediately bes
tows οη hirn riches, honor, and love, acting as an irnportant safe
guard for .his wounded ego. Sornething sirnilar happens in Yonec: 
Α lonely lady's larnent for the lack of true love in her life is instantly 
answered with the appearance of a handsorne knight magically transfor
rned into a falcon. Here fantasy conjures up reality: the figuΓe of 
the beloved is called to life frorn the darkest regions of the chara
cter's soul to fulfill deep psychic needs and desires. At the end of 
the first story Launfal runs away to happiness �ith his love, while 
the falcon-knight enriches his lady's life with a valiant offspring 
who avenges his untirne1y death. Αη aura of the dernonic and the 
pagan rningled with the divine and the Christian envelops these appa
ritions in both stories. J ust like Arawn in "Pwyll", they are other..: 
world figures, and their arnbiguous reality further suggests the my
stery of their origins in the first self. 
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It is difficult to trace the deve]opments in thought that led to 
the view of the otherwold as a source of doubies - they shoulcl be 
sought in Celtic follclore and mythology, especially in related beliefs 
about a separate soul which is a visible counterpart of the l1uman. 
It is easy, however, to see in the context of the above stories why the 
otherworld is a suitable birthplace for doubles: since the order of 
experience falls short of the character's plea the otherworld easily 
becomes the place of fulfillment and of the ideal. All three otheΓ
νvorld figures examined so far are concrete embodiments of the cha
Γacter's aspirations. Arawn is the perfected self, and the beloved in 
Marie's stories, the actualization of desires denied by objective reality. 
It is worth noticing that wl1enever reality meets with the other\vorld 
disaster is at hand: a serious conflict arises aftar Pwyll meets his 
ideal counterpart, and tl1e intrusion of actuality into tl1e otherworld 
bliss costs Launfal his love and the falcon-lover his life. It is actually 
the conflict between this and the otherworld, denial and fulfillment 
or reality and the ideal that creates these doubles. 

We find another dimension of the role of the beloved as double 
in Chretien's Erec and Enide. Erec's relationship witl1 his double, 
Enide, indicates that the latter func-ιions as the knight's 1nirr01· of 
tlιe courtly ideal. Altl1ough Chretien is generally sceptical towards 
courtly love in Erec he capitalizes οη the idea of the enobling power 
of love that inspires the lover to pursue the ideal for his lady's ap
proval. Ιη describing this aspect of courtly love, Goldin explains 
that since it was impossible to achieve the perfection of the cour-ιly 
ideal the knight could at least hope to win its approval if that per
fection appeared in the figure of the beloved: 

He embodies the word in the Jady, and she becomes crucial 
to his identity. He can nevermore be sufficient to himself; he 
requires another to contemplate him. . . The aspiring lady, the 
lady who is the custodian of l1is ideal and the love that binds 
them together, are now one single being. As he is a courtly man 
he must make the world visible to the lady; he must be bound 
to a miπor of himself, reflecting his perfected image and judging 
his present condition, infoΓming all his experiences and revealing 
the stages of his progress. The lady is tl1e agent of his consci
ousness. (p. 239). 

The metaphor of the mirΓOr image is apt for Enide's function in_ the 
stoΓy: "Ιη sooth she was made to be Jooked at; fοΓ in heΓ one could 
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see himself as in a mirror" (p. 6). Enide is a reflector for Erec's self
esteem that spurns him towards knightly perfection. Α case in point 
is his d uel with Υ der: "While l1e sat and looked at her, great 
strength was . recruited within him. Her love and beauty inspired 
him with great boldness" {p. 12). One easily recognizes how convent
ional all these are in the context of idealized love, but Chretien puts an 
unusual emphasis οη the fact that Enide is a vital extension of Erec's 
seJf. Their "oneness", in the writer's words, is manifested in mutuality 
of sentiments, and in likeness of quality, manner, and customs (p. 20). 

This harmony is upset when Erec can ηο longer have Enide's 
aEproval - his mirror image has been clouded by the rumors about 
his "uxoriousness". Erec's controversial mistreatment of Enide during 
the difficult period he is trying to regain his reputation, makes some 
sense if seen as a result of the loss of his self-esteem. For their rela
tionship becomes harmonious once again only after Erec is able to 
restore his ideal image in Enide's eyes. Chretien illustrated the same 
point in an antithetical way in the incident of the knight and his 
lady in the enchanted garden: this lady's role is opposite to Enide's 
for she has actually forced her knight into a long state of "uxorious
ness". Ιη this minor pair of ]overs, which could be seen as Erec and 
Enide's foils, Chretien has depicted the negative possibilities latent 
in his protagonists' relationship. 

Tl1e secret sharer is another kind of double. He is a character 
with a more or less autonomous existence οη the narrative ]evel, but 
at the same time he is also a fragment of one mind at the psycho
logical leve] of meaning (see Rogers, p. 1). Gawain and Lunete, in 
Chretien's Υ ζ)αin, function along these lines. Αη interesting situation 
is created here frωn the inter-relationships of fouΓ people: Yvain, 
Laudine, and their secret sha1·ers Gawain and Lunete. Gawain's in
dependence as a character in the story, which · he earns οη his own 
right, is undercut by a feeling that his existence is somehow inse
parable from Yvain's. The ties that lin1c Gawain to Yvain become 
visible in the similarity of tl1eir disposition and the deep friendship 
that binds the two as a single psychological entity. Gawain's involve
ment in Yvain's life is mysteriously connected with the latter's pro
gress towards a state of self knowledge and maturity. Throughout 
the story Yvain struggles to straighten out problems created from 
his inability to use time correctly or keep promises, his loss or' con
trol -he goes mad- and his inexperience in handling matters of 
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chivalry and Iove in a balanced way. Το a certain extent Gawain is 
very much alike; however, the mere juxtaposition of his life to Yvain's, 
works as a catalyst in forcing Yvain to face decisively his own weak
nessess. The final adventure in which the two friends, without recogniz
ing each other, fight in single combat, is significant for that. Νο man 
wins in the battle, and the reconciliation that f ollows the discovery 
of each other's identity marks Yvain's initiation into a new phase 
of wholeness and cognition. 

Similar principles underly the relationship between Laudine and 
her confidante Lunete. Without underestimating the lively figιιre 
that Lunete -more so than her lady- cuts in the story, she also re
presents an extension of Lunete's peΓsonality. The easiness, for 
example, with which she persuades the recently widowed Laudine to 
accept Yvain 

·
as a husband, or to forgive him for his abandoning her 

later οη, shows that her argu1nents aΓe nothing less than the vocali
zation of her lady's own wishes. Ιη addition, the oveΓall design of 
Laudine's love story is clearly echoed in Lunete's case: at the begin
ing there is a hint that Gawain develops an affair with her while 
Laudine and Yvain's Iove is flourishing; later οη both men leave tl1eir 
ladies behind and eventually foΓget their prωnises - Yvain does not 
return at the fixed time and Gawain is far away when Lunete is in 
mortal danger (pp. 211 - 212). Thus, Lunete not only shares her lady's 
experiences in a most intimate way but their two lives inerge into 
one, draw:n by the unexplainable poweΓ that binds the first to the 
second self. 

Chretien takes us to an entirely different area of the double �η 
Lancelot: the figures resulting from the allegoΓical decomposition of 
the hero. Whereas the doubles encountered so far were products of 
the subconscious imaginatively projected into the objective world, the 
allegorical double is a product of the conscious mind, expressing ethi
cal ideas as they exisϊ in conflict in one person's mind, according to 
Tymm's distinction (p. 121). Ιη tl1ese terms Meleagant and Gawain, 
both Lancelot's doubΊes in the story, are not so much fragments of 
the hero's psyche as they are abstractions of the good and evil poten
tial in him. The method is still that of decomposition but the mode 
shifts from the psychological to the allegorical now. The conflict bet
ween good and evil inside Lancelot is taken out in tl1e open and dra
matized at a considerable distance from the hero. As a resu1t the figu
Γes of the double in Lancelot aΓe presented with greater autonomy 
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than in Erec or Υ vain, f 01· no psychic interaction takes place between 
them and the hero. 

Criticism has long recognized that Lancelot's repeated subjection 
to the indignity of numerous incongruous situations questions Chretien's 
seriousness in depicting him as a hero and a courtly lover. The evenιs 
leave no doubt that Lancelot is not the perfect hero -although he has 
the potential- for he is hampered by a monolithic seJf-interest in an 
adulterous affair with the queen that actually discredits him. In this 
highly ironic context, Meleagant, the demoniac f orce in Lancelot's 
soul, is presented as a treacherous and f erocious tyrant who lusts after 
QuineveΓe. Gawain, representing the potential for perfection, under
takes the same quest as Lancelot -the rescuing of the queen fron1 
Meleagant's hands- bμt his motivation has nothing of the lover's 
selfish interest in it. One almost expects the conventional ending of 
medieval allegory: a clash between the two figures resulting in the 
triumph of good over evil. It nearly turns out this way after Gawain 
offers to fight Meleagant in Lancelot's place at the final crucial epi
sode; but Lancelot does not accept and slays the giant himself. 

How are we to interpret this event? Ideally speaking, the kil
ling of Meleagant should signify Lancelot's victory over the evil side 
of himself; yet, one can not accept this very easi]y. Even if this actually 
was what Chretien had in mind -which no one can claim, since the_ 
last part was written by Godefroi de Leigni- the events themselves 
flatly reject such an interpretation. For there is nothing that indi
cates any betterment in Lancelot so far, he remains unchanged through
out the story. Thus, tl1e pull of irony is felt strongly at the last com
ment on Meleagant's death: "Nevermore will this man trouble him: 
it is all over with him as he falls dead" (p. 359). But is it really "all 
over"? The work as a whole questions Lancelot's ethos and demo
lishes all illusions of idealization in courtly love by exposing with re
lentless realism its daΓk sides1• 

With the exception of Meleagant, who is an allegorical represen
tation of evil by definition, all the other doubles discussed so f ar aΓe 

1. Gottfried's Tristan suggests something similar- it has already received 
enough attention in connection with the double to need more than some notice 
here. Ιη my opinion the story indicates that extreme idea1ism leads into the frag
mentation of the object of idealization, forced by the gap that separates the actual 
from the ideal: tlιe three lsoldes signify Tristan's inability to bridge this gap. 
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benevolent figures inspite of differences in face or function. Because 
of that, the modern estimation of tl1e double, mainly as a representa
tion of the "darker sides" of the self, appears contradictory. Keppler 
notes that this figure embodies the author's shortcomings -the empi
,rical Ι, the narcissistic Ι, the mortal Ι, the finite Ι, the rejected pri
mitive irrational, the restricting earth-bound rational, the homose
xual father-hating mother-desiring Ι, the Ι that reflects the impossible 
complexity and contradiction of his age: 

Embodies the self that he really is as against the self _ that 
he would like to be, or at least would like to be thought to be: 
"pure", outgojng, ageless, immortal, infinite, enlightenedly ra
tional, transcendentally irrational, wholesome, and whole. As a 
result, though occasionally the roles of the hero and his Dop
pelganger may be reversed, in which case the latter becomes the 
S chiltzgeist or Voice of Conscience or some wish fulfillment cha
racter, predominantly the second self is a figure of menace and 
loathing who arouses shame, fear, and often murderous hatred 
in his counterpart, the first self, with whom the author tends to 
identify hi1nself (pp. 189 - 190). 

It is significant that our Medieval doubles are the exceptions to the 
rule - the role of the hero and his Doppelganger is here "reversed". 

Το recapitulate, Arawn, from the legendary material of the Μ abi
nogion, comes closest to the original view of the second self as im1nor
tal soul, and represents the hero's higher self acting simultaneously 
as voice of conscience and as redeemer. The otherworld lady and the 
falcon-lover in Marie's stories are artful expressions of the self's escape 
from the threats and deprivations of objective reality into the bliss
ful realm of fantasy and wish fulfillment. With the charming Enide 
Cretien e1nphasized the narcissistic aspect in the relationship bet
ween the two selves, capitalizing οη the psychological implications 
of the courtly view of the beloved as a secularized reflector of the knight's 
imHge of self perfection. And the friendly presences of Gawain and 
Lunete, sharers in the secret Jives of the protagonists in Υ �ain, both 

Each Isolde may be taken to signify one aspect of the decomposed entity «woman" 
in the hero's mind- mother, virgin, object of passion or femme fatale, as variously 
suggested. Only at Tristan's deathbed- in Thomas' part- the maternal Isolde 
image merges with her daughter's as the healer of the hero; at the end, the virginal 
Isolde turns into a fatal presence that causes the lover's death. 
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witness and affect positively tl1e latter's st1·uggle with the complica
tions arising from the demands of love and chivalry. These doubles 
are far from being embodiments of the undesirable or hated aspects 
of the "Self rejected outwardly, as the modern definition of the double 
wants it. They are rather })enevolent, sympathetic figures, expressing 
the character's aspirations for self perfection, or personal fulfillment 
through the ideals of chiv alry or love. 

Such function links these doubles and what they have come to 
mean to a central belief in the Medieval worldview - the notion that 
the ideal per1neates and gives meaning to the chaotic world of ex
perience and appearances. Το begin with, these Medieval figures are 
an understatement of the division between the two worlds: they sug
gest inner tensions created from the contrast between an aspired con
dition of the self and what really is. So f ar there is nothing unique 
about this; the same formula explains the way all doubles origipate 
in their creator's mind. What sets these doubles apart as a group, 
l1owever, is the part of the self that is finally projected through them. 
As already inentioned, there is a contrast with the. host of negative 
doubles appearing in the literature of the last two hundred years: the 
Medieval doubles examined here are embodiments of that part of tl1e 
self longing for the order and harmony imp]icit in the ideal, and for 
the self's restoration to its original wholeness1• The reconciliation bet
ween the warring elements of the self is shown to take place in the 
fictional reality of the stories in various degrees and ways. 

The exam ple of Lancelot seems to contradict all others, but only 
if i·t is not set i.nto the right perspective. Any doubts that we may have 
about Lancelot as an exemplary lcnight, or the fact that Meleagant's 
death is f ar fωm persuading us that the hero ever achieves harmony 
within himself, should remind us that we are actually dealing with an 
ironically inverted situatiόn aiming at prese.nting courtly love as a 
pseudo-ideal. Chretien is here criticizing a particular system of love 
with moral and socio-political implications; .. Lancelot's shortcomings, 
therefore, can not be taken as the writer's wider rejection of the ideals 

1. It is interesting to compare with Krauss' thesis: the double, a product 
of the subjective idealism of the German Romantics, originates from the conflict 
between the self's 00yearning for tl1e infinite," and opposing reality. But the situa
'tion is entirely reversed: it is always tl1e hero that fights at the side of the Ideal 
while his double embodies some form of opposition of the Real. 
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of chivalry or love as sources of self realization and fulfillment. Besides 
other things, the function of the double in his "straight" works pro
vides ample proof for that. Ιη all then the examples but Lancelot -for 
good reasons- the events point towards a harmonious integration of 
the self as the result of its adventurous encounter with the second 
self. This "happy" outcome is an imaginative resolution of the under
lying conflict between the ideal and the real within the self, and also 
what gives tbese Medieval doubles their special meaning. 

Ιη his f amous essay "The Double as Immortal Self", Otto Rank 
concludes that the modern man's rejection of the irrational and instin
ctual life forces is mainly responsible for turning the double from a 
symbol of hope -expressing originally the primitive man's aspirations 
f or an immortal existence- into an ominous figure of death and hor
ror. The suggestion is that differences of meaning in the bistory of 
the double reflect prof ound diff erences in cultural perspective. For 
although all doubles commonly originate from sorήe kind of con
flict within the writer, their meaning is shaped in each case by the 
writer's mental attitude towards the realities of his lif e and times. 
This fact can not be ignored in any serious attempt to define com
prehensively the meaning of the Medieval double and tbe relation it 
stands to its counterparts of later or earlier periods in literature. This 
paper has not covered enough ground to allow for more than a tenta
tive conclusion; the need remains to look into more examples from 
the ντhole area of Medieval literature, and to settle many ambiguities 
bef ore a case can be made about the general principles governing the 
appearance and the meaning of the second self in this period. There 
is one thing, however, that has become clear from the discoveries of 
this paper and which can be a lead to further investigations: apart 
from differences due to the iaiosyncracies of individual writers, the 
doubling in "Pwyll", and in Marie's and Chretien's stories suggests 
a context in which contradictions within the self are resolved by being 
absorbed into a larger visi-on of ideal order. The Medieval writers' ability 
to sustain such a vision accounts for both the benevolent nature of 
their doubles and for the gap that separates them from the malignant 
figures that people the shattered wω,lds of later fictions. 




